Oklahoma baseball is alive and doing very well under third-year coach Larry Cochell.

**HITTING THE COMEBACK TRAIL**

The trek back to the glory days of Oklahoma baseball began during the summer of 1990 when OU athletic director Donnie Duncan announced the hiring of Larry Cochell. Amazingly, Cochell became only the seventh boss of the Sooner diamond fortunes since the introduction of the sport at OU in 1898.

The new coach had a worthy tradition to draw on. His predecessors, Jack Baer and Enos Semore, had combined to pilot OU to a national championship, 12 conference titles and six appearances in the College World Series.

But the recent past was far from golden. Semore, the winningest coach in both school and conference history, was forced to retire for health reasons in January 1990. With the new season less than a month away, OU pitching coach Stan Meek jumped in to bridge the gap on an interim basis only to find that Murphy's Law prevailed. Anything that could go wrong did for Meek with a nightmare campaign featuring stronger league competition, injuries, weather problems and gut-wrenching losses. The Sooners finished in last place in Big Eight play for the first time since 1965.

Cochell was faced with putting Humpty Dumpty back together again. It was a familiar task for the veteran coach who had turned around programs everywhere he had been, amassing an enviable record of his own by producing national championship contenders at three schools and winners at every stop.

The state of Oklahoma was not new to Cochell. In 10 years in Tulsa, he had created an Oral Roberts team that was a force to be reckoned with. Cochell took the Titans to the NCAA playoffs in seven of those seasons, his 1978 edition making it to the College World Series.

Now he was back after a sabbatical that saw him coach at Northwestern for one season and California State-Fullerton for three springs, two of which produced College World Series contenders.

His decision to return to the Sooner state was based on the commitment his bosses were willing to make to bring OU baseball back to prominence.

"I would not have come back without this commitment," he says. On a personal note, he adds, "I think Oklahoma is a wonderful place. My family loves the lifestyle and the people. That was a big factor in coming back. This is a great place to raise a family. We always have looked at Oklahoma as home."

It wasn't as if the new coach had to start from scratch. OU had the facility. L. Dale Mitchell Park was built and dedicated in 1981. Major-league-caliber lighting was added in 1988. Cochell's task was to put blue-chip performers in that facility.

He began by acquiring two assistants, each of whom came with a quality label. Pat Harrison was lured from his position as head baseball coach at Master's College in Newhall, California. The two men didn't need to be introduced; they had been coaching partners at Cal State-Los Angeles and Oral Roberts. Harrison, a former All-American at Southern California and member of the Los Angeles Dodger organization, was installed as OU's hitting coach. For his pitching coach, Cochell tapped Vern Ruhle, a 12-year major league veteran who had been Cochell's assistant at Cal State-Fullerton the year before.

Recruiting was vital, but late summer was not exactly the time to make bids for difference-making prospects. Yet, Cochell had a lot going for him: his name and squeaky-clean reputation, his familiarity with the California gold fields of talent, his stellar assistant coaches and the prospect of bringing Oklahoma back to the big time again in college baseball. He was able to attract some people to Norman who would have a vast impact on the immediate future.

Cochell also set out to play the most attractive schedule, featuring the toughest opponents he could find. "I always have tried to play as hard a sched-

**by MIKE TREPS**
Tough schedules prepare you for late-season play...your fans are more apt to come out for a "marquee" name.
runs in the following frame for an 8-4 victory. Another test with Texas gave the Sooners a chance to remove the Longhorn albatross from their necks. Trailing only 6-5 in the eighth inning, Oklahoma gave up a pair of costly insurance runs and were beaten, 8-5. A fifth-place finish in the CWS punctuated a truly remarkable season.

Reviewing the two-year-old Cochell era so far reveals two NCAA playoff appearances, one trip to the College World Series, 83 victories, seven first team All-Big Eight selections, 13 major league draft selections and record attendance figures.

All of the above is fine, but what has this program done for us lately? Well, how about a $150,000 improvement to L. Dale Mitchell Park in the form of 600 chair-back seats, the lowering of the dugouts to improve sight lines and facility adjustment to conform to handicap regulations?

How about the most attractive home schedule in school history? Every Big Eight school will play in Norman for the first time ever plus visits from the likes of nationally prominent Texas, Arkansas, Michigan, Oregon State, Houston and TCU.

How about a return of four positions starters in third baseman Greg Norton, shortstop Rich Hills, catcher Tim Cossins and first baseman Mike Smedes? How about a first-rate recruiting job that has Cochell feeling this team could be the best defensively he has ever coached?

What does 1993 hold? If preparation and commitment mean anything, the Cochell era might use for its motto: "You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet!"
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